
While we are not yet back 100 
percent to monthly hikes, we’re 
trying to reinstitute hikes under new 
board member Karen Manternach’s 
leadership. Once we have a sched-
ule, we will post announcements to 
the email list, the CLCT website and 
our Facebook page. Other news:

• We are happy to report a new 
acquisition of the 26-acre parcel  
at 102 Cherry Brook Road, gener-
ously donated by Lisa Cotterman 
and Gerald Green. The steward-
ship committee plans trails for this 
and abutting parcels (Pratt Place 
and Reid). 

• A major map initiative is largely 
complete, with new large-format 
maps for kiosks, as well as down-
loadable and online maps. 

• The land trust is also trying an 
experiment. The Town of Canton 
acquired open space property 
in 2011, known as the Carpenter 
Property off Case Street. Boy 
Scouts added a trail over the 
following two years. The land trust 
has offered to help with the stew-
ardship of the property, particu-
larly the trail. 

• The land trust has always em-
phasized educational outreach 
and has initiated or supported 
several presentations over the 
years, often in conjunction with 
the Roaring Brook Nature Center. 
This year we’re trying something a 
bit more ambitious:  coordinating 

with neighboring land trusts. 
Each organization will sponsor 
an educational initiative and 
invite each of the other land 
trusts’ members to attend. 
We hope that this will give our 
membership more opportu-
nities for educational outlets. 
CLCT board member Stephen 
Shaw gave a talk on the  
Connecticut Blue-Blazed 
Hiking Trail System in October, 
with both on-site attendance 
and via Zoom. 

• We continuously add new trails 
to our trail system and reroute 
old ones. 

• We are also continuing to coordi-
nate with the Pollinators Pathways 
project, which is expanding onto 
other properties. 

• Finally, those who walk on the 
trails appreciate how much work 
goes into creating and main-
taining them. In addition to 
the hands-on volunteer work, 
we typically need a coordi-
nator to manage and plan 
trail crew events. Years ago, 
that was handled primarily 
by Ted Cowles. Drew Stone 
took on this responsibility for 
several years, but then moved 
out of state. We were fortunate 
that Scott Persing, who seemed to 
show up on every call for a work 
crew, was willing to take over the 
task of planning and organizing 
trail crew events. In addition to 

the organizational responsibili-
ties, Scott took on the personal 
responsibility of keeping the 
Charlotte Craig property and other 
properties mowed on a regular 
basis. Scott recently announced 
he is moving to Utah to be closer 
to family. The stewardship com-
mittee took him out for a farewell 

lunch recently and Nate Cantwell 
surprised him (and the rest of 
us) with a mahogany and copper 
memento thanking him for his ser-
vice. (Judy Cantwell helped with 
the design.)

By Phil Philbrick
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CLCT Crews Help with Carpenter Land Trail Stewardship
In 2011 the Town of Canton 

acquired a 35-acre parcel of proper-
ty located at 105 Case St. as part of 
its initiative to preserve open space 
within the town. The following sum-
mer, Ryan Vaillancourt, a scout with 
Troop 177, undertook a project to 
identify the start of a trail through 
the property and led a work party  
to clear and mark the trail. The 
following year, Justin Fortier, also 
a scout with Troop 177, extended 
the trail east and south, identifying 
a route and leading a work party to 
clear and mark the trail. 

Over subsequent years, with no 
active stewardship program, trees 
and branches fell, and vegetation 
in some areas crowded the trail. It 
was still mostly passable, with one 
challenging aspect being a two-log 

bridge over a stream that was down 
to a single log, requiring very good 
balance or a search for an alterna-
tive crossing spot.

Earlier this year, the land trust 
reached out to the town offering 
to help with the stewardship of 
the trail. While a large and growing 
inventory of properties and trails 
keeps our volunteers reasonably  
active, an initiative led by Bob 
Evenski to identify additional vol-
unteers was quite successful. One 
specific volunteer, Mike Gould, was 

particularly interested in 
the Carpenter property. The 
town accepted our pro-
posal, and Bob scheduled 
several work parties to do 
general cleanup of the trail 
and parking area, including 
the removal of a large pine 
tree that had fallen into the 
small pond. The log cross-
ing was abandoned, and 
a work crew, led by CLCT 

Director Scott Persing, created a 
stone crossing a few yards upstream 
from the old crossing. In addition 
to Mike, Scott and Bob, work crews 
included these volunteers: Karen 
Manternach, Martin Dodd, Eric Jack-
son, Joe Sullivan, John Pech, Steve 
Mitchel, Phil Philbrick, Russell Asklof, 
Jim Carpenter, Alex Clark, Pete 
Keyo, Jill Evenski and Chris Hager.

We also identified the original 
trail, constructed before 
the availability of good 
handheld GIS equip-
ment, ventured off the 
town property and onto 
a neighbor’s property. 
Crews relocated that 
section of the trail as 
well as the section nec-
essary to accommodate 
the new stream crossing. 
Volunteers shifted one 
other section slightly, 

with the permission of the  
neighboring landowner, to avoid a 
perpetually wet section.

Another section of the trail 
just beyond the parking area goes 
through some wet areas – a scout 
project to improve the bog bridges 
was started this fall. The original 
trail was blazed with red and orange 
paint blazes, which fade over time. 
Those blazes have been replaced 
with red plastic blazes which we 
think will stand up to the elements 
better than the paint.

The reclaimed trail is a delightful, 
almost 2-mile (round-trip) hike. It’s 
mostly an out and back trek with a 
small loop at the easternmost end. 
It starts out going through a mod-
erately wet area, then meanders 
through the woods, crosses a lovely 
stream via a steppingstone bridge 

and then loops before returning. 
Take care to watch for the red  
blazes, as there are two unmarked 
but well-worn trails that lead to 
private property.

By Phil Philbrick
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In the spring newsletter,  
I discussed the maps initiative 
in progress. I am happy to 
report that this initiative has 
reached a major milestone. 
Our goal was to produce 
high-quality maps that:

• could be printed in large for-
mat for posting on kiosks, 

• could be downloaded for 
local printing, 

• could be used in an app on 
a smart phone to track your 
progress while walking the 
trail and 

• could be part of an online 
map with a rich number of 
features.

Virtually all these goals 
have been reached (the online 
maps should be available by the 
time you read this.) We have ki-
osks with large-format trail maps 
at the six locations below:

• Sweetheart Mountain preserve
• Sun, Wind, and Woodland  

preserve
• Mary Conklin sanctuary
• Smith tree farm
• Swan preserve
• Uplands preserve

In addition to those six areas,  
we also have trail maps on our 
website for the following five areas:

• Bunker Hill trails
• Goedecke-Humphrey trails
• Noel Baker trails
• Swibold preserve trails
• Winsor Woods trails

• (We also have trails on Onion 
Mountain, and a map of those 
trails will be added later.)

Each of the trail maps has been 
uploaded to a site called Avenza 
Maps. Download a free app for an 
android or iPhone and then down-
load the maps:  
     https://www.avenzamaps.com/

Some of the Avenza maps are 
for purchase but all the CLCT maps 
are free. When searching for maps 
in the app, enter “CLCT” as a search 
term. You can download any indi-
vidual map or you can look for the 
bundle which will download all 11 
at the same time. Once the map is 
loaded, you can follow the map on 
the trails, and a blue dot will iden-
tify where you are located. We’ve 
done a decent job of marking our 
trails but this will not only help if 
you accidentally find yourself on an 
unmarked trail, but it will also show 
property boundaries to help ensure 
you are not trespassing on private 
property.

When the online maps are creat-
ed you will not only have the ability 
to see where all of our properties 
are located, but you can turn layers 
on or off to, for example, see con-
tour lines or lidar (3D) images. The 
lidar maps will help reveal old wood 
roads and other features which are 
not always possible to see in person.

By Phil Philbrick 

Maps Initiative
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One unintended consequence 
of our recent map initiative is that 
we were able to see for the first 
time the location of our trails, 
relative to parcel boundaries. It 
has always been our intention to 
construct trails on our own proper-
ties (or subject to a trail easement 
if necessary). The very nature of 
our properties, away from settled 
areas, coupled with the lack of pre-
cision GPS equipment that is now 
available, meant that occasionally a 
trail would venture onto neighbor-
ing property. 

One of those incursions was 
at our Sweetheart Preserve. The 
Yellow Trail originally left the 
parking lot heading west, and near 
the intersection with the Blue Trail 
that path unfortunately crossed 
a corner of the neighboring prop-
erty. Bob Evenski managed a trail 
crew event to relocate the trail. 
The Yellow Trail now goes closer to 
due west, reaches a point where 
the Blue Trail turns north and the 
Yellow Trail continues west and 
then south to a loop. 

Another incursion was on the 
Goedecke-Humphrey Preserve. The 
Blue Trail ventured a little too close 
to a neighbor. Additionally, the trail 
passed through an area that was 
often wet. We had contemplated 
adding bog bridges at that spot, 
but when we noticed the minor 
incursion, we decided to relocate 
the trail a couple dozen yards to 
the north. That work party, led by 
Bob Evenski, cleared and blazed 
the new trail and closed off the old 
trail. Both revised trails are reflect-
ed in our new maps.

By Phil Philbrick

Volunteer Crews  
Relocate Trails at 2 Sites

One of the 11 trail maps, this shows  
the location of one of our newest trails  
on the Swibold Preserve property.



Over the years, the land 
trust has used only the 4-acre 
portion of the 21-acre Pratt 
Place property because Cherry 
Brook cuts off access to the 
western portion.  

A few years ago, the stew-
ardship committee began 
a comprehensive review of 
our holdings, which included 
visiting the western parcel. As 
a result, the committee began 
thinking about adjacent prop-
erties to Pratt, at 84 Cherry 
Brook Road. One initiative 
involved contacting Albert Reid, 
the owner of the 2.3-acre parcel 
at 96 Cherry Brook Road abutting 
Pratt Place to the north. Albert Reid 
donated the land to the land trust 
in 2019, and we’re grateful. A team 
of volunteers helped reclaim an 
alternative entrance to the preserve 
from Cherry Brook Road.

In 2018 the land trust contacted 
Gerald Green, co-owner of the abut-
ting property at 100 Cherry Brook 
Road. He indicated he and co-owner 
Lisa Cotterman were thinking about 
long-term planning and would get 
back to us. The following year, we 
began negotiations with Gerald 
Green and Lisa Cotterman. 

They drew a line down the center 
of Cherry Brook, splitting their 36-
acre property into two parcels, one 
slightly less than 11 acres containing 
the buildings, and gifting the land 
trust a 25.6-acre parcel (now 102 
Cherry Brook Road) which extends 
from Cherry Brook to the properties 
on Eastview Drive.

The new parcel is impressive, 
with some spectacular rock outcrop-
pings at the western end. The Pratt 
Preserve consists of almost 50 con-
tiguous acres of open space, more 
than half of which is the generous 
gift from Lisa Cotterman and Gerald 
Green. The stewardship committee 
has conducted some exploratory 
walks on this new property and is 
considering options for a bridge to 
create access.

By Phil Philbrick

Cotterman & Green Gift of 25.6 Acres Added to Pratt Preserve
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The land trust’s annual Christmas Tree 
Sale will be Saturday, Dec. 4 from 9 a.m. 
to 1 p.m. at the Doyle Road location, the 
former Smith Tree Farm, one of our earli-
est land donations. Originally a family run 
tree farm, planted for family and friends 
to enjoy, it now belongs to the Canton 
Land Conservation Trust. Volunteers plant 
new trees annually for future harvest. 

Please join us for a fun morning as 
you and your family find the perfect tree. 
Land trust members will be available to 
help you chop your tree down and tie it 
to your car.  Remember to bring rope. 
And please leave your dogs at home. 

Last year we were unable to provide 
cocoa and cookies due to COVID-19, so 
let’s hope the news is better this year and 
we can return to the usual hospitality. 

This day is also an opportu-
nity to learn a bit more about 
CLCT and perhaps become a 
member. We offer a discount-
ed price for those who decide 
on a tree and a membership.

Trees are priced fairly and 
generally cost less than com-
mercially grown trees due to the 
variety of choices, some sim-
ply Charlie Browns. When the 
trees get too large for a typical 
home, we offer the top of the 
tree for a discounted price, and 
our team helps cut it down. 

So come join us Dec. 4 unless the 
weather intrudes; alternative date: Sunday, 
Dec. 5. Watch the land trust website and 
Facebook page for last-minute changes. 

By Anne Duncan 

This map illustrates the Pratt Preserve’s 
three components; the preserve is west 
of, and at the southern end of, Cherry 
Brook Road.

We will again 
donate a tree 
to the town for 
its Christmas 
in Collinsville 
festivities.

Christmas Tree Sale - Saturday, December 4



The terrain on much of the land 
trust properties is relatively gentle, 
compared to trails in the White 
Mountains or some sections of the 
Blue-Blazed trails in Connecticut. 
Trail construction and location can 
be tricky when slopes exceed 20 
percent, which they do on parts 
of Sweetheart Mountain. That key 
metric identifies when bare ground 
becomes susceptible to erosion. 
Slopes steeper than that are fine 
if they consist of bare rock or are 
completely vegetated. However, 
trail construction typically strips the 
vegetation down to bare ground. 

Trail makers have three options 
for steep slopes. You don’t have 
to worry about erosion if you are 
going up rock slabs. A second option 
is to construct switchbacks, which 
create a trail that’s less than 20 
percent steep.  The third option is to 
construct steps with rocks for each 
step, so while the trail slope exceeds 
20 percent, the water will flow on 
rock rather than bare ground.

The initial construction of the 
Yellow Trail on Sweetheart Mountain 
used two of these approaches. After 
going 2/10 of a mile on the trail, 
you are faced with a steep slope. 
The original trail continued south 

for a few yards, then turned west 
to come up the slope at an angle, 
which helped reduce the slope. It 
was still steeper than 20 percent, so 
the trail crew at the time (including 
Sarah Faulkner and Steve Mitch-
ell) did the hard work of carving 
steps and placing rocks to create a 
stair-step. Perhaps because it was 
steep, hikers turned west a few 
yards earlier and trekked up a clear 
area. Unfortunately, that section 
is steep and is likely to become an 
erosion problem if used by hikers. 
Trail crews have attempted to block 
off that obvious route with piles of 
branches and logs, 
but presumably 
well-meaning hikers 
have removed those 
obstructions to trav-
el the apparent, but 
not official, route.

Bob Evenski 
recognized the 
problem and 
devised a gently 
sloped alternative. 
The new White Trail 
turns west before 
the unofficial short-
cut and uses the 
switchback approach to create more 
moderately steep access to the 

higher ground. As a side benefit, this 
new bypass brings hikers by the old 
ski slope equipment, giving hikers a 
glimpse into a bit of local history.

Hikers may stay on the official 
Yellow Trail or take the new White 
Trail, but please avoid the shortcut 
in between the two. To forestall 
erosion, we’ve placed  obstacles 
to allow that section to regrow. 
Thanks to Bob, Martin Dodd, Giorgio 
Maglia, Russell Asklof, Chris Hager 
and Alex Clark who worked on the 
trail crew to create this new bypass.

By Phil Philbrick 

Crews Address Sweetheart Mountain’s Steep Slopes with Trail Bypass
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The above map shows, in 
orange, the location of 
this new white-blazed trail 
relative to the yellow, red 
and blue trails. 

Martin Dodd, left, Giorgio 
Maglia and Russell Asklof.

  American Chestnuts Update
Last year, Canton volunteers 

planted 50 American Chestnut trees 
around town, most on private land, 
with others planted on Town land near 
the Farmington River in Collinsville. 
Two are doing well there, and a third 
was recently replaced. People who 
planted trees and have reported on 
the varying success of the plantings 
note, of the surviving trees, some trees 
are only a foot tall while the tallest 
is up to four feet tall. Location, care 
and luck certainly make all the dif-
ference to the small trees’ viability. 

The American Chestnut Foundation 
hopes people will help raise Chestnut trees 
so fertilized nuts from trees growing now 
will turn into more trees in coming years, 
with the long-term goal of returning these 
massive trees to our landscape. Given 
the viability and disease issues, it’s a long 
process with no guarantee of success, but 
people are trying. American Chestnuts 
need well-drained, somewhat acidic soil 
and prefer full sun. If you’re interested 
in these wonderful trees, please visit the 
Foundation (acf.org) for further details.  

By Nate Cantwell



Quarter Century Spotlight
In the fall of 1996, the land trust 

was closing in on 25 years of ex-
istence. The masthead for the fall 
1996 newsletter was jumping the 
gun a little bit, announcing the 25th 
anniversary which would happen 
the following year. My speculation 
is they were referring to organiza-
tional meetings which predated the 
formal organization of the 
land trust in 1972.

The opening article brief-
ly summarizes the history to 
date including the linkage 
to the Canton Conservation 
Commission which served 
as the “birthplace” of CLCT. 
It summarized the lead-
ership role of Dick Sanger 
and others and recounted 
the story of how the very 
first property, the Charlotte 
Craig property in Canton 
Center, was acquired.

Ray Smith stepped down as 
president after serving for four years 
and Betty Stanley took his place. She 
would continue as president for 11 
years, the longest-serving individual 
in that position. Charlie DeWeese 
was a new director in 1996 and 
would go on to assume the presi-
dency following Betty Stanley.

The newslet-
ter included a 
plea for volun-
teers, a tradi-
tion that has 
continued very 
successfully to 
this day.

By Phil 
Philbrick

Remember that old newsletters can be accessed on our website:
https://cantonlandtrust.org/newsletter
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Last year’s Land Trust Hiking 
Challenge was a summer challenge, 
but this year’s summer has been a 
challenge itself, between rain, rain 
and more rain, and when it wasn’t 
raining, it was too hot. Rather than 
cut off the challenge at the end of 
summer, we decided to extend it 
through the Thanksgiving week-
end. For details of which trails are 

included in this year’s challenge 
to hike a total distance of 23 miles, 
please go to https://cantonlandtrust.
org/challenge2021. Once you 
complete the challenge, please 
report your results and observations 
to CLCT Director Jennifer Mason 
at jmason242@comcast.net.

By Jennifer Mason

Meet New Director  
Karen Manternach

I grew up in Pennsylvania 
and graduated from Connecticut 
College. My first “real” job was 
as a research analyst in at the 
former Connecticut Bank and 
Trust in Hartford and there I met 
Roger Manternach. We were 
married in 1971 (yes, 50 years 
ago now!) and shortly thereafter 
we moved into our first house 
in Canton. A daughter and son 
and two dogs later, we moved 
to our current home about 300 
yards away on Spaulding Road, 
literally hauling some of our 
belongings in a Vermont cart. 

Once the kids were in high 
school, I landed what was to 
be a “temporary” job as the 
assistant to the Head of Ren-
brook School. I loved the job 
and retired 20 years later.

We are avid travelers and 
have been lucky enough to see 
and experience many different 
countries and cultures, generally 
venturing out on our own, which 
has led to many a fortuitous 
adventure and amusing tale. We 
have also enjoyed many fun-filled 
trips to various countries with our 
children and five grandchildren. 

When not traveling, I can 
be found puttering in my 
gardens, cycling or wander-
ing the Land Trust trails.

Charlotte Craig, circa 1972.

Land Trust Hiking Challenge Extended
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The Canton Land Conservation 
Trust is proud to join forces with  
other nearby land trusts to present 
a series of lectures to the public. 
Those land trusts include the towns 
of East Granby, Simsbury and Bloom-
field, as well as Canton. 

A team from the various land 
trusts is working together to plan 
a series of lectures which began in 

September and continued in 
October. All will be live, as 
well as available on ZOOM, 
depending on COVID-related 
health restrictions. Stay tuned for 
announcements via email, Face-
book, etc. It’s an exciting endeavor 
which, hopefully, will be ongoing for 
years to come. The frequency of the 
lectures depends upon volunteer 
presenters. If you have an idea for a 

lecture or expertise to offer, please 
consider joining our efforts to work 
side by side with neighboring land 
trusts. Contact: Anne Duncan  
at annesvd7@gmail.com. 

By Anne Duncan

“Dog Water Feature” rating added. 

New Trail Added Off Uplands
Volunteers led by Bob Evenski 

plotted and developed a new trail 
at the northern end of the Uplands 
Preserve that’s best reached by the 
Westwood Preserve’s entry.  Exist-
ing trails there are blazed in yellow 
and blue, with the new trail in white.  
Site maps are online and at a kiosk 
just off the paved circle parking 
area. All of the area is former farm-
land. Trails follow some old farm 
roads, passing by stone walls and 
easily crossed small streams, with 
the walls a mix of rounded field 
stone and rectangular sedimentary 
stone from outcroppings. 
“2 Labradors,” somewhat seasonal.
Taylor Hill Extension 

Part of the eastern side of the 
Sun, Wind, and Woodland area, 
the majority of this trail lies on an 
abandoned road from the 1700s 
that loosely follows what was once 
the eastern border of New Hartford. 
At the southern end, the trail leaves 
the eastern leg of the Miller and 
Fred Feibel Trail and heads north 
to meet the Barbour Woods Trail, 
itself part of the old Taylor Hill Road. 
Taylor Hill Extension is well blazed in 
blue with white dots and arrows.
“1 Labrador,” somewhat seasonal.

Town of Canton’s Carpenter 
property on Case Street 

Scouts from Troop 177 built a 
trail here in 2012/2013. It had been 
inadequately maintained and so 
volunteers from the Land Trust did 
a big rehab this summer with more 
bog bridges to be redone this fall as 
part of an Eagle Scout project. The 
Land Trust will continue to maintain 
the trail. 
“1 muddy Labrador.”
Ted Cowles Trail 

Volunteers added and improved 
blazing so hikers don’t end up in 
New York.
“2 wet Labradors.”
Swibold Trail Parking

The lot was cleared by volun-
teers and given an initial coarse 
process material base to give it 
good support for cars. John Pech 
brought in LT equipment and 
spread the material. We may put 
in an additional layer similar to 
the Sweetheart parking area.

Trail Etiquette Notes
On Uplands the other day, I was 

reminded about the proximity of 
houses to our trails in a number 
of places in town, resulting in a 
few instances of noise complaints 
about hikers. Receiving/acquiring 
land in the future depends on a 
trust that the land trust will be a 
good neighbor. Please be aware of 
your noise, barking dogs and loud 
conversations that the neighbors 
or even other hikers may not enjoy. 
Sound travels much farther than you 
think. Also, please don’t trespass 
or allow your dogs to trespass or 
be a nuisance to trail neighbors.

Trail Stewards and Volunteers 
Trail stewards and other volun-

teers are spending at least several 
hours a week working on new 
construction of trails or maintaining 
established trails. The land trust and 
hikers are lucky that Bob Evenski 
has taken the lead to coordinate this 
big effort, and our trails are better 
than ever.

Organized Hikes
Organized hikes are coming back. 

On Oct. 10, Karen Manternach, 
along with Gretchen Swibold led a 
hike on the newly blazed Swibold 
Trail in North Canton. Keep an eye 
out for more in the coming months. 

By Nate Cantwell

Trail Report 

Four Land Trusts Join to Offer Lecture Series 

Nate’s two ‘labragators’ at work. 

  Recent Topics 
Nature and Health: “Back to the Future” 
“My Hikes Around Connecticut: 
    Exploring the Blue-Blazed Trail System”



We’re in the fifth year of manag-
ing the invasive Japanese knotweed 
along the rail trail at Allen Place, and 
2021 marks the second anniversary 
of the Collinsville Pollen Trail (CPT), 
which is growing and changing 
rapidly. CLCT Director Karen Berger, 
advanced master gardener, contin-
ued to co-lead the invasive removal 
and CPT project

This summer she was joined by 
CLCT Director Holly Hambleton, vol-
unteer co-manager of CPT and new 
master gardener. They worked hours 
planning, planting, posting updates 
and cutting knotweed on both sides 
of the Rail Trail that bisects the CPT. 
In an attempt to smother the knot-
weed in preparation for a meadow, 
a 25’ x 100’ plastic tarp was installed 
for 12 weeks. The knotweed re-
sprouted so the area is not yet ready 
to be planted. Maybe next year. 

Three new master gardeners, 
Elizabeth Vinick, Elaine Wilson and 
Maggie Lynch, adopted pollinator 
beds which showcase their efforts 
and interests. 

Mark and Gillean Reinders, 
a master gardener, created and 
planted two new beds in the cen-
ter of the CPT. Additionally, Mark 
helped clear a linear bed under the 
trees across from the train depot 

to accommodate some of our more 
shade-loving native plants. 

Michele Evans and Tina Oswald, 
CLCT members, joined dozens of 
other volunteers working through-
out the summer to maintain the 
CPT gardens and cut knotweed. We 
hope that you find that walking the 
CPT is informative and inspiring.  In 
additon it is abuzz with bees and 
ablaze with color. We invite you to 
stop by with questions or join us in 
the gardens.

Peace Pole Initiative
Meanwhile, nearby at the town’s 

Peace Pole at the Mills Pond Park, 
CLCT member and master garden-
er Kristin First and CLCT Director 
Theresa Sullivan Barger, advanced 
master gardener, created the town’s 
second official Pollinator Pathway.  
They removed invasives, weeds and 
non-native lilies from the garden 
and replaced them with native 
plants donated by the Roaring Brook 
Nature Center and Canton residents’ 
gardens. With the help of a rain  
barrel donated by resident Alan 
Weiner, a crew of volunteers  
watered the new plantings until they 
were established. 

Karen Berger obtained permis-
sion from the Canton Inland Wet-
lands and Watercourses Agency to 

remove invasive plants from around 
the pond, and she joined with 
Kristin, Holly, Mark and Theresa to 
begin the invasive removal process. 
Healthy native plants line the pond’s 
perimeter, which we hope will thrive 
once the invasive plants are gone.  

Town Department of Public 
Works staff continued to support 
both projects, dropping off mulch 
for the beds, filling the rain bar-
rels and collecting bags of invasive 
plants. We’re extremely grateful for 
their help and enthusiastic support. 
Volunteers are always welcome. 

By Karen Berger 
and Theresa Sullivan Barger

Collinsville Pollen Trail Grows, New Pollinator Garden Launched
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Contact Karen at 
karenkberger@gmail.com.   

or Theresa at
tsullivanbarger@gmail.com

To Volunteer:

To Donate:        CollinsvillePollenTrail.org  /  Pollinator Pathway Fund

Many thanks 
to all the 
volunteers 
who worked 
from March - 
October.

Peace Pole garden in bloom.



Over the years, the land trust 
developed a network of trails. A 
distinctive sign in the shape of the 
town with a trail name is placed at 

the trailhead. 

We have always 
had several trails 
in the Sun, Wind, 
and Woodland 
area, and we 
added four more 
in the last couple 
years. As a con-
sequence, when 
you’re hiking this 

network of trails, you’ll come across 
a number of intersections. While 
we’ve tried to use distinctive color 
blazes, if you’re looking for a partic-
ular named trail and haven’t memo-
rized all of the blaze colors, there are 
spots where there might be some 
confusion about which way to go.

We’ve recently taken steps to 
help hikers, especially those who 
might not happen to have a recent 
map with them.  Luke Somers and 
his father, Jim Somers have created 
several trail signs to identify trails 
at interior intersections. The signs 

are designed to provide a balance 
between two conflicting goals – on 
the one hand wanting to be reason-
ably unobtrusive, while on the other 
hand simultaneously wanting to 
be visible enough to aid hikers.

This article is being written 
while the project is in prog-
ress. The plan is to create and 
install signs at 11 locations. 
This map shows eight of those 
locations, which are on trails 
on the east side of the Sun, 
Wind, and Woodland preserve.

Luke took on the project 
of making signs for the trail 
intersections because he want-
ed to complete a community 
service requirement for the 
National Honor Society at his 
high school. Additionally, he 
liked the idea of making trail 
signs because it happened to 
center around hiking, which 
is something Luke enjoys. 

Although the community service re-
quirement was only 20 hours, Luke 
wants to finish all of the signs we 
laid out even though the time he is 
putting into the project exceeds the 
requirement by another 20 hours. 
Luke and his father say this project 
is a great father-son experience.

By Bob Evenski

More than blazes mark the trees 
along the trails of the Mary Conk-
lin Sanctuary.  Five framed poems 
beckon to hikers from conifers and 
hardwoods.  Pause a moment to 
read them, and find your experience 
of surrounding nature deepened 
by the writer’s perceptions.  Walk 
on with heightened awareness.

The poems were chosen for their 
connection to their particular location, 
to highlight aspects of the Sanctuary 
and for the various angles of vision 
the poets offer.  “Clouds,” by Robert 
Francis, is at the edge of a field where 
visitors can see the sky.  Pablo Ner-
uda’s “Lost in the Forest” is in a spot 
thick with trees and mountain laurel.  
Birds are celebrated with Emily Dick-

inson’s “Hope is the Thing with Feath-
ers.” Enjoy the Zen-like lines of Gary 
Snyder by reading “By Frazier Creek 
Falls” beside a small stream.  Edna St. 
Vincent Millay references lights from 
town in, “Afternoon on a Hill,” a poem 
placed near an old foundation and not 
far from the house on the property.

Writings in notebooks at the three 
poetry boxes indicate that the “Poet 
Trees” have inspired some contem-
plative lines, but no doubt many 
more have unspooled in the minds of 
hikers as they walk.  Read poems on 
the Mary Conklin trails and exercise 
not only your body, but your spirit.

By David K. Leff
Canton Poet Laureate

New Trail Signs Ease Way-Finding, Thanks to Father-Son Team
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Poet Trees



2021 Membership, Donations & Memorial Gifts 
By Michele Evans, membership chair 

The Canton Land Conservation Trust has been in existence for almost 50 years and continues to acquire, 
preserve and protect land of scenic, natural or historic value within Canton. We thank all those who have  
contributed time and money in the last five decades. 

Send in your new or renewal Membership in the envelope provided in this newsletter.
Or donate or renew online with the DONATE NOW button on our website at www.CantonLandTrust.org.

Richard & Judy Abraham
Norman E Adams
Mahmoud & Rawya Agha
Peter & Laverne Aivano
Cheri & Dick Albrycht
Nancy & Skip Alford
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Anderson
Philip Doyle & Elizabeth Ash
Laurann & Russell Asklof
Barbara Backman
Mary-Ellen Baer
Kathleen & Paul Balavender
Kevin & Melanie Baldwin
Barbourtown Foundation
Glenn &  
 Theresa Sullivan Barger
Dick & Carol Barlow
Jim Barraclough
Frank & Hedy Barton
Janet Baum
John Bazzoni
Karen Bechard
Carey Bell
Janot Bente
Karen & Marshall Berger
James Black
Peter & Ruth Black
Katie Blake
Tom Blatchley
Dr. Gerard E. Bogucki
Moira & Geoffrey Bok
Leslie Bok
William Borchert
Sandro & Elizabeth Bortolon
Tom & Susan Bradley
Robert P. & Maria Bradley
Beverly & Chris Brandon
Dr. Hollace Bristol
Steven & Karen Bristol
Carol Bronsard
Peter & Trudy Brown
Robert & Cynthia Brown
Gregory Brown
Bill Buller
Wally Buller
Tom & Diane Cameron
Tim & Sara Campbell
Nate & Judy Cantwell
Jim & Kathy Carpenter
Lee Carvalho
Cas-Kel Manufacturing Co, Inc. 
Kathleen Cavanaugh

Celentano Family
Dexter & Sarah Cheney
Dennis & Kate Ciccarillo
Marjorie Clarke
Donna Crosby
Bill & Susan Crowe
Paul & Joan Czaplicki
Robert E. & Juliana B. Dalton
Lou & Amy Daniels
Bill & Esther Danielson
Lorraine & Jim Davis
Lori Davison
Michelle & Angelo DeFazio
The DeGraw Family
Patrick & Anne Delany
Linda & David DeMilia
Kathleen Deming
Sally Dengenis
Barry & Gail Deutsch
Mark & Chanisa Deutsch
Tony & Judy DeVito
Charles & Rhonda DeWeese
J. Disciacca
Martin Dodd
Robert & Lorraine Donovan
Penny & Bill Doyle
Mary & Donald Ducor
Lori Dunbar
Bill & Susan Duncan
Alan & Anne Duncan
Susan Eccleston
Donald & Joan Eckberg
Lee & Bill Egan
David Elliot
Jerry R. & Jane Ellis
The Engelhardts
Elaine Terry Eno
Linea Erickson
Harold & Eleanor Erickson
Gregory & Michele Evans
Bob & Jill Evenski
James Everett
The Fairchild Family
Sarah Faulkner
Patricia Fehr
Michael & Heather Feli
Paul, Rena & Mika Filson
John & Betsy FitzGerald
Jamie Flaherty
Flatbread Company, Inc.
Fred & Mary Fletcher
Sylvia & David Freeman

Joel Fried
Stanley Fullwood
Amy Hufnagel &  
 Chris Funkhouser
Geoffrey Furtney
Lisa Garabedian
Sue & Win Gentile
Win Gentile
Jack & Jan Gies
Deborah Gillespie
Andrew & Michelle Girton
Eric & Jessica Gjede
Janet Scharr Gochberg
Lawrence Golder
Arnie Goldman 
Linda Goodrich
Tom & Sherry Goodwin
Mike Gotaski
Peter & Debora Gottschalk
Zbigniew J Grabowski
Kristen Grandonico
Amy Hackett
Christopher & Alison Hager
Lisa Halpern
Holly Hambleton &  
 Joe Casioppo
Gordon & Marge Harmon
Dawn & Tom Harris
Norman & Sofy Henschke
Mary & Peter Hess
Victor & Michie Hesselbrock
Linda & Jesse Hill
Jane & John Hoben
Herman & Ethel Hoffman
Leesa Lawson & Joe Hoke
Pam Hoppi
Kristen & Eric Howard
Michael & Norma Ignatowicz
Sandra Jacobus
Kevin Foster & Donna Jarvis
Wayne & Deb Jekot
Anne Jellison
Tim Johns
Dr. Robert L. & Lois Jungas
Joann Jurgen
Mark & Susan Jurras
Mark Jurras
Jay & Kate Kaplan
Lynn & Bob Katz
Dr. Charles & Sally Keefe
Matt & Ali Keefe
Lisa Kemp

Ken & Judith Kempe
Walter Kendra
Kessler Family
Philip & Laurice Klemarczyk
Lori Kluessendorf
Dan & Becky Koepf
Betty Kolding
Greg & Debbie Kriss
Adam & Christopher  
 Krupa-Schayer
Stan & Diane Krzanowski
Kim Kulik
John Kusak
Candace & Roger LaFleur
Cheryl LaFleur
Hilda & Peter Lamb
Candace & Joe Langlois
Mary C. Fletcher &  
 David K. Leff
Tim & Cary LeGeyt
Daniel & Pat LeGeyt
Robert Leve
Muriel S. Lewis
Lynn Lipscomb
Yang Liu
David & Deirdre Lloyd
Henry Lord
Tim Lord
Jeffrey Loureiro
Lionel Lunden
Megan Lundgren
David & Wendy Madigan
Giorgio & Kathi Maglia
Renee & Russell Maglietti
Mary Ann Mahony
Richard Malakowski
Jan & Wayne Manchester
Charles & Ellen Mandelberg
Roger & Karen Manternach
Jeffrey & Marcia Reid Marsted
Deborah Martin
Jennifer & John Mason
Karol & Drew McAllister
John & Julianne McCahill
Kent McCoy
Kelly & Jeff McLellan
Dru McNeil
Phyllis Meeker
Carol Merritt
Michael Meyers
Carolyn & Ed Milke
Linda & Gary Miller 
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Kasi Friedman-Miller &  
 Nate Miller
Brian & Bet Miller
Steven Mitchell
Amy Matthews &  
 Brian Moakley
Elaine Morisano
Alex & Julie Morisano
Mower Family Mower
Mary Ellen & Harold Mullins
Barbara F. Murphy
Tim & Ashley Murphy
Dottie Murray
Bob & Donna Namnoum
Kathleen & Richard Narowski
Janet L. Nelson
Lauren Nelson
Lisa Newell
Walter C. Nicksa, Jr. 
Dennis & Joan Noel
Susan & Stephen Norland
Katie & Jonathan Oakleaf
Sally & Terry O’Connor
Peter Brainard &  
 Rowena Okie
Dave & Lori Oleasz
Stephen Oliver
Amy & Dave Orschel
Anne Batterson &  
 David Owen
Lorinda & Phillip Pane
Christine & Ahren Paulson
Peter & Wendy Pearson
John Pech
Pendell Family
Susan & Ed Pepin
Lansford Perry
Scott & Joyce Persing
Sue & Steve Petke

Phil & Polly Philbrick
Alisa Phillips-Griggs  
 Family & Skye
Mark & Meredith Pickett
JoAnne & William Pierce
Ene Pierce
Suzanne Plona
Laurence & Lynn Pollack
Connie & Bob Porter
Dean Porterfield
Fred Potter
Winnie Pratt
Rob & Lynn Preminger
Joseph & Marilyn Ricci
Gil & Karen Richards
Russ &  
 Donna Richardson
Russell Richardson, Jr.
John Riley
Douglas H.  Robins
Judy Robinson
Cynthia & Phil Rockwell
Gary & Angie Roman
Jeffrey & Wendy Rosenberg
Jeff & Marjolein Ross
Patricia Sagal
Robert & Christine Sanger
Santucci Family
Joe & Barbara Scheideler
Fred & Beverly Schott
Dani Scott
Sara & Peter Scott
Donald Scott
Jonathan Scull
Ron & Sharon Sekellic
Haig & Leeny Shahverdian
Stephen Shaw
Carey Gregory &  
 Virginia Shreve
David & Carrie Sinish

Dan & Lisa Bahre  
 Sisters Oil Service, LLC
Gilbert & Ruth Small
Suzi Smith
Elenor & Larry Smith
Larry U. & Laurie Smith
John & Maureen Snyder
Judith & Peter Spring
Frank & Betty Stanley
Peter & Gretchen Stein
Matthew Stone
Joe & Penny Sullivan
Patricia &  
 Frederick R. Swan, Jr.
Gretchen Swibold
Don Tarinelli
Joel & Dianne Taylor
Karel Rubinstein &  
 Howard Tennen
Paul and Susan Therrien
Melissa Blais &  
 Jonathan Thiesse
J. Garrett &  
 Alla Yanovsky Tilton
Ron & Mary Jane Todd
Janet Traceski
Francis Traceski
William H. Tribou, III

Nancy & Ken Triou
Carol Trouern-Trend
Jennie & Eric Tucker
Thomas J. Turon
Sue Ann Uccello
Betsy Van Gemeren
Matthew & Elizabeth Vinick
Bill & Teri Volovski
Gregory Ward
Susan & Johnathan Warner
Jerry & Jeanne Waters
Pamela Weaver
Elizabeth & Jonathan Webb
Norb Spencer & Linda Webb
Sandra & Jay Weintraub
The Weller Family
Robert & Katherine  
 Westmoreland
Charline Whalen
William B. White
Charles Stohlberg &  
 Christine Williams
John & Penny Wilson
Michelle & Christian Winkler
Chris & Helen Winsor
Jeff & Karen Worley
Phil Worley
Ray Zeiner

Amy Hackett
Patrick Curran
Lenora Hacku
Timothy Baker
Ted Gladis
Steve & Loray Courchaine
Wayne Anderson
Mr. & Mrs. William Stortz
Kathleen & Jeffrey Holland
John Dresty
Richard & Terry Roach
Joseph & Louise Courchaine
The Hennessey Family of Bristol, CT
The Hennessey Family of Oakland, CA
The Petersen Family of Apex, NC
Sharon & Kieran Cummings
Edward Charlebois
Russ & Gwen Maronn

Friends of Virtus Investment Partners
Edmund & Elizabeth Beldowski
Mary Dutcher
Paul & Debi Grisko
Lisann Giordano & Jonathan LaCrois
Sanford & Ann Mazeau
Warren & Patricia Shuey
Mary Ellen & Harold Mullins
Joseph Mandato  
 & Lisa Lowrey-Mandato
John & Marty Lane
Christopher & Brenda Nagle
Gretchen & Evan Fau 
Paula Henry Diener
Craig Winter
Bill Dutcher
Matt & Rhonda Shippee
Ronald Pringle

Memorial Gifts:

Michelle Clifford
The DeGraw Family
Tom & Elizabeth Dowd
Kelly Holland
Judith Gosnell Kempe
Mary Ann Mahony
Phil & Polly Philbrick
Michelle & Christian Winkler

Theresa Sullivan Barger
 in memory of her sister,  
 Anne Palmer 
Sue Therrien, In memory of  
 her best friend, Beth,    
 a master gardener
3 Friends of the  
 Collinsville Pollen Trail 

Donations to the Pollinator Pathway Fund:
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Given in memory of Ted Cowles:
 Barbourtown Foundation
 Margaret & Kevin Burke
 Connie & Bob Porter
Given in memory of Fred Feibel:
 Connie & Bob Porter
 Jan & Chuck Zimmer
Given in memory of  
Jacquelyn Mullaney Glynn:
 Gail & Barry Deutsch 
Given in memory of Charles 
Stohlberg:
 Christine Stohlberg
Given in honor of Roger & Karen 
Manternach:
 Anne Manternach Hall &  
 John Hall

Given in memory of Mark Winter:



Officers
President: Stephen (Phil) Philbrick 
Vice President: Jay Weintraub 
Secretary: Sarah Faulkner 
Treasurer: Christian Winkler

Members of the Board of Directors
Theresa Sullivan Barger, Karen Berger, Katie Blake, Nate 
Cantwell, Anne Duncan, Sarah Faulkner, Holly Hambleton, 
Mike Gotaski, Jay Kaplan, Mary Ann Mahoney, Karen 
Manternach, Jennifer Mason, Harold Mullins, John Pech, 
Scott Persing, Phil Philbrick, Stephen Shaw, Elenor Smith, 
Betty Stanley, Garry Tilton, Jay Weintraub, Christian Winkler

Editor: Theresa Sullivan Barger
Layout: Holly Hambleton

Thanks to your donations, membership renewals and 
volunteer time, CLCT continues to protect land and create 
and maintain trails for all to enjoy. 

Canton Land Conservation Trust, Inc. 
PO Box 41
Canton Center, CT 06020
www.cantonlandtrust.org

DONATE to CLCT  

Canton Land Conservation Trust continues 
to encourage and accept donations by  
cash or by check.  

CLCT also accepts donations and payments 
over $20 with major credit cards (Master 
Card, Visa, Discover and American Express).

Donate or become a member today.
Please go to our website:

www.cantonlandtrust.org
Find the DONATE NOW button 

or search Facebook for
Canton Land Conservation Trust 

Events:
Flatbread Fundraiser  – Nov. 16, 2021
Christmas Tree Sale – Dec. 4, 2021
Hike of the Month  –  Look for email 
announcements

CLCT Properties Summary
 Property Protected:  ....................about 2,100 acres

Added in 2021:  ..................................... 35.8 acres
  Trails:  ........................................ 41 trails; 23.5 miles

Added in 2021: ........................... 7 trails; 2.9 miles


